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Tutorials:

https://try.github.io/levels/1/challenges/1
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-git

Basic commands:

 git init
Initialize a Git repository in your working directory.

 git status
See what the current state of our project is.

 git add '*.txt'
Tell Git to start tracking changes made on *.txt files. This files will be in the “staging” area.
Note: Recal to use in order to avoid the confussion of *.txt of the bash.

 git add -A  or git add --all
Track where the dot stands for the current directory, so everything in and beneath it is added. 
The -A ensures even file deletions are included.

 git reset <filename> 
Remove a file or files from the staging area.

 git commit -m 'some message goes here'
Store the changes that were staged in the different addition.

 git log --summary
The log (history) of what we were doing. --summary gives more detail of what we committed.

 git remote add origin https://github.com/juanisabbione/Tests.git
Add and name the remote repository. This creates a link to your local repo at your PC. We 
named the remote as “origin”. Now we can push our local repo to the remote repo.
Note: First we should have created or forked a repository in our GitHub account or somewhere 
else. “Tests” is repository that already exists.

 git clone https://github.com/juanisabbione/Tests.git
Clone (download) a remote repository into your local computer. It automatically creates remote 
tracking (git add). 
Note: First we should have created or forked a repository in our GitHub account or somewhere 
else. “Tests” is repository that already exists. 

https://try.github.io/levels/1/challenges/1
https://github.com/juanisabbione/Seismic.jl.git
https://github.com/SeismicJulia/Seismic.jl
https://github.com/SeismicJulia/Seismic.jl
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-git


 git remote -v
Check the link between local and remote reposistories.

 git remote add upstream https://github.com/ORIGINAL_OWNER/ORIGINAL_REPOSITORY.git
Configure a remote that points to the upstream repository in Git. Needed to sync changes you 
make in a fork with the original repository.

 git fetch upstream
will download the current state (containing updated and newly created branches) of the 
branches and their respective commits from the upstream repository. Commits to master will be 
stored in a local branch, upstream/master.

 git merge upstream/master 
Merge the changes from upstream/master into your local master branch. This brings your fork's 
master branch into sync with the upstream repository, without losing your local changes.

 git pull  upstream master
Update your fork from original repo to keep up with their changes (and will destroy your local 
changes in master).

 git push -u origin master
To “upload” our commit to the remote repository. Here -u is used to remember the parameters 
origin <remote repository name> and master <local branch name>

 git pull origin master
Pull down the changes made on the repository by others.

 git stash
Hide away the undesired changes you don't want to commit.

 git stash apply
To re-apply your changes after you pull.

 git diff HEAD
git diff tells us the differences from our last commit. HEAD is a pointer used to hold your 
position within all your diffeterent commits. It points to your most recent commit.

 git diff --staged
This tells you the new things that were staged.

 git reset files
This will unstage the files given above

 git checkout -- <target>
This will go back (revert) to how things were before <target> was created. Everthing will be as 
it was in the last commit of <target>. The -- is just to be sure that no options are use to avoid 
mistakes.



 git branch my_branch_name
By this means, we created a new branch where we are goingo to work in an especific feature of 
the code. We can create several branches like this. Then, when the feature we are working on in 
a particular branch is done, we can merge it with the master and push it to the remote server.

 git branch
Shows you the local branches

 git checkout <branch_name>
Changes to branch <branch_name>

 git checkout -b new_branch
Creates and checkout new_branch all at once. 

 git rm -optiones <files>
Removes all the files from disk and also stage the removal of the files. The -r option will 
remove recursively. Remeber to commit the changes! 

 git commit -a
Very useful if you happen to remove files without using 'git rm'. With this command option '-a', 
the git commit command will autoremove deleted files in the commit.
Note: A nice usage would be: git commit -am "Delete stuff" .

 git merge <banch_name>
To merge banch_name with the master branch. Be careful that before this you should have

 ckeckout into master branch with git checkout master.

 git branch -d <branch name>
Deletes the branch branch_name since we finish using it.

 git branch -d --force <bad_branch name> or equivalently git branch -D <bad_branch name>
Will force to delete a bad branch you don't want to merge.

 git push
To finally push everything you have been working on to the repository.


